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EPM - Explore the evolving space of Predictive Analytics with a
focus on improving your ability to Plan & Forecast with SAP BPC.

Company &
Speaker
David Jones
and Sunil
Kapur

Predicting what the future might hold has never been more
Column5
important than in today’s fast moving and highly volatile world
and in today’s world of Enterprise Performance Management
and Predictive Analytics, finance and the business community
have more tools than ever to help them analyse and predict with
greater levels of efficiency and effectiveness.
In this session we explore the latest developments in predictive
analytics offerings from SAP and how these can complement and
add value to the existing SAP BPC (Business Planning &
Consolidation) applications your organisations are already using
for deriving plans and forecasts. Complementary technologies
that add real value to your business is what we will be
demonstrating and there will also be use cases and client
examples of the value that the approach can liberate.
Column5 is the world’s leading-edge consulting firm dedicated to
providing high-value services that help customers leverage the
power of SAP's Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) suite.
13:5514:25

Early insights into SAP’s latest EPM solution offerings.

Shin Sawhney

Earn more about the latest SAP EPM offerings i.e. SAP BPC 10.1
Embedded/Unified Model and SAP’s Cloud For Planning solution.

CAP Gemini

With the development of the SAP BPC 10.1 Embedded Model,
SAP has expanded the way you configure this planning solution.
This presents opportunities, but there are some important
considerations to traditional BPC development approaches,
especially relating to the front end tool choices - we will share our
latest thinking coming from our BPC 10.1 Embedded Model
implementation experience.
SAP have recently launched Cloud For Planning – find out more
about what this solution offers and how it is positioned against
SAP’s existing planning solutions.
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How can you socialise analytics into your business and maximise
value out of it?

Jose Luis
Carvalho

Service and Support from SAP will explain how organisations can
take a holistic view of their analytics infrastructure by considering
a value driven approach, and the first steps needed to take them
on the journey.

SAP

How customers can lower their TCO by engaging with support

Harry
Bodenhofer &
Joao Ribeiro

This session will explain some of the tools and offering SAP Support
provides to lower your TCO, how you can get more value from the
maintenance contract you have in place with SAP and how you can
accelerate the adoption of the innovations with Business Analytics.
Specifically we will be looking at remote connectivity, Enterprise
Support Value Maps – tailored to the Business Analytics lifecycle - and
the new Product Engineer on Demand offering. We also provide some
tips and tricks how you can speed up and escalate your issues

SAP Support

